
5259  Concordance Study

5259 Mt 23:37 under

5259 Mt 5:15 under

5259 Mt 8:8 under

5259 Mt 8:9 under

5259 Mt 8:9 under

5259 Mr 4:21 under

5259 Mr 4:21 under

5259 Mr 4:32 under

5259 Lu 11:33 under

5259 Lu 13:34 under

5259 Lu 17:24 under

5259 Lu 17:24 under

5259 Lu 7:6 under

5259 Lu 7:8 under

5259 Lu 7:8 under

5259 Joh 1:48 under

5259 Ac 10:22 among

5259 Ac 2:5 under

5259 Ac 4:12 under

5259 Ro 16:20 under

5259 Ro 3:13 under

5259 Ro 3:9 under

5259 Ro 6:14 under

5259 Ro 6:14 under

5259 Ro 6:15 under

5259 Ro 6:15 under

5259 Ro 7:14 under

5259 1Co 10:1 under

5259 1Co 15:25 under

5259 1Co 15:27 under

5259 1Co 15:27 under
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5259 1Co 6:12 under

5259 1Co 9:20 under

5259 1Co 9:20 under

5259 1Co 9:20 under

5259 Ga 3:10 under

5259 Ga 3:22 under

5259 Ga 3:23 under

5259 Ga 3:25 under

5259 Ga 4:2 under

5259 Ga 4:21 under

5259 Ga 4:3 under

5259 Ga 4:4 under

5259 Ga 4:5 under

5259 Ga 5:18 under

5259 Eph 1:22 under

5259 Col 1:23 under

5259 1Ti 6:1 under

5259 Jas 2:3 under

5259 Jas 5:12 into

5259 1Pe 5:6 under

5259 Jude 1:6 under

 

~~~~~~

 5259.  Strong's Dictionary Study

5259. hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e. (with
the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the agency
or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place (whither
[underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --among, by,
from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains the same general
applications, especially of inferior position or condition, and
specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

 

~~~~~~
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 5259 -- among, by, from, in, of, under, with.

5258   Interlinear Index Study

5258  MAT 001 024 Then <1161 -de -> Joseph <2501 -Ioseph ->
being raised <1326 -diegeiro -> from sleep <{5258} -hupnos ->
did <4160 -poieo -> as the angel <0032 -aggelos -> of the Lord
<2962 -kurios -> had bidden <4367 -prostasso -> him ,  and took
<3880 -paralambano -> unto him his wife <1135 -gune -> :

5258  LUK 009 032 But Peter  4074 -Petros -  and they that were
with him were heavy 0916 -bareo -  with sleep  {5258} -hupnos -  
:  and when they were awake 1235 -diagregoreo -  ,  they saw  
1492 -eido -  his glory  1391 -doxa -  ,  and the two  1417 -duo
-  men  LUK 0435 -aner -  that stood  4921 -sunistao -  with him
.

5258  JOH 011 013 Howbeit Jesus <2424 -Iesous -> spake <2046 -
ereo -> of his death <2288 -thanatos -> :  but they thought
<1380 -dokeo -> that he had spoken <3004 -lego -> of taking of
rest <2838 -koimesis -> in sleep <{5258} -hupnos -> .

5258  ACT 020 009 And there sat <2521 -kathemai -> in a window
<2376 -thuris -> a certain <5100 -tis -> young <3494 -neanias ->
man <3494 -neanias -> named <3686 -onoma -> Eutychus <2161 -
Eutuchos -> ,  being fallen <2702 -kataphero -> into a deep
<0901 -bathus -> sleep <5258 -hupnos -> :  and as Paul <3972 -
Paulos -> was long <4119 -pleion -> preaching <1256 -dialegomai -
> ,  he sunk <2702 -kataphero -> down <2736 -kato -> with sleep
<{5258} -hupnos -> ,  and fell <4098 -pipto -> down from the
third <5152 -tristegon -> loft <5152 -tristegon -> ,  and was
taken <0142 -airo -> up dead <3498 -nekros -> .

5258  ACT 020 009 And there sat <2521 -kathemai -> in a window
<2376 -thuris -> a certain <5100 -tis -> young <3494 -neanias ->
man <3494 -neanias -> named <3686 -onoma -> Eutychus <2161 -
Eutuchos -> ,  being fallen <2702 -kataphero -> into a deep
<0901 -bathus -> sleep <{5258} -hupnos -> :  and as Paul <3972 -
Paulos -> was long <4119 -pleion -> preaching <1256 -dialegomai -
> ,  he sunk <2702 -kataphero -> down <2736 -kato -> with sleep
<5258 -hupnos -> ,  and fell <4098 -pipto -> down from the third
<5152 -tristegon -> loft <5152 -tristegon -> ,  and was taken
<0142 -airo -> up dead <3498 -nekros -> .

5258  ROM 013 011 .  And that ,  knowing <1492 -eido -> the time
<2540 -kairos -> ,  that now <2236 -hedista ->  [ it is ]  high
time <5610 -hora -> to awake <1453 -egeiro -> out of sleep
<{5258} -hupnos -> :  for now <3568 -nun ->  [ is ]  our
salvation <4991 -soteria -> nearer <1452 -egguteron -> than
<2228 -e -> when <3753 -hote -> we believed <4100 -pisteuo -> .

 

~~~~~~

  hupo 5259 -- among, by, from, in, of, under, with.

* among , 0575 , 1223 , 1519 , 1537 , 1722 , 1909 , 2596 , 3319 ,
 3326 , 3844 , 4314 , 4315 , 5216 , 5259 ,

* into , 1519 , 1531 , 1722 , 1909 , 2080 , 2596 , 3350 , 5259 ,
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* under , 0332 , 0506 , 1640 , 1722 , 1772 , 1909 , 2662 , 2709 ,
 2736 , 5259 , 5270 , 5273 , 5284 , 5293 , 5295 , 5299 ,

 

~~~~~~

   a-)way  Expanded Dictionary Study

  a-)way 5217 # hupago {hoop-ag'-o}; from 5259 and 71; to lead
(oneself) under, i.e. withdraw or retire (as if sinking out of
sight), literally or figuratively: -- depart, get hence, go ({a-
)way}.[ql

  abide 5278 # hupomeno {hoop-om-en'-o}; from 5259 and 3306; to
stay under (behind), i.e. remain; figuratively, to undergo, i.e.
bear (trials), have fortitude, persevere: -- {abide}, endure,
(take) patient(-ly), suffer, tarry behind.[ql

  adversary 5227 # hupenantios {hoop-en-an-tee'-os}; from 5259
and 1727; under (covertly) contrary to, i.e. opposed or (as
noun) an opponent: -- {adversary}, against.[ql

  after 5225 # huparcho {hoop-ar'-kho}; from 5259 and 756; to
begin under (quietly), i.e. come into existence (be present or
at hand); expletively, to exist (as copula or subordinate to an
adjective, participle, adverb or preposition, or as auxil. to
principal (verb): -- {after}, behave, live.[ql

  again 5290 # hupostrepho {hoop-os-tref'-o}; from 5259 and 4762;
 to turn under (behind), i.e. to return (literally or
figuratively): -- come again, return (again, back again), turn
back ({again}).[ql

  again 5290 # hupostrepho {hoop-os-tref'-o}; from 5259 and 4762;
 to turn under (behind), i.e. to return (literally or
figuratively): -- come again, return (again, back {again}), turn
back (again).[ql

  again 5290 # hupostrepho {hoop-os-tref'-o}; from 5259 and 4762;
 to turn under (behind), i.e. to return (literally or
figuratively): -- come again, return ({again}, back again), turn
back (again).[ql

  again 5290 # hupostrepho {hoop-os-tref'-o}; from 5259 and 4762;
 to turn under (behind), i.e. to return (literally or
figuratively): -- come {again}, return (again, back again), turn
back (again).[ql

  against 5227 # hupenantios {hoop-en-an-tee'-os}; from 5259 and
1727; under (covertly) contrary to, i.e. opposed or (as noun) an
opponent: -- adversary, {against}.[ql

  among 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
 (with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
{among}, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  an 5220 # hupandros {hoop'-an-dros}; from 5259 and 435; in
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subjection under a man, i.e. a married woman: -- which hath {an}
husband.[ql

  and 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, {and} specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  answer 5274 # hupolambano {hoop-ol-am-ban'-o}; from 5259 and
2983; to take from below, i.e. carry upward; figuratively, to
take up, i.e. continue a discourse or topic; mentally, to assume
(presume): -- {answer}, receive, suppose.[ql

  applications 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition;
under, i.e. (with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with
verbs (the agency or means, through); (with the accusative case)
of place (whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when
[at]): -- among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it
retains the same general {applications}, especially of inferior
position or condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.
[ql

  aside 5298 # hupochoreo {hoop-okh-o-reh'-o}; from 5259 and
5562; to vacate down, i.e. retire quietly: -- go {aside},
withdraw self.[ql

  ass 5268 # hupozugion {hoop-od-zoog'-ee-on}; neuter of a
compound of 5259 and 2218; an animal under the yoke (draught-
beast), i.e. (specifically) a donkey: -- {ass}.[ql

  back 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724;
to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or
shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- draw (keep)
{back}, shun, withdraw.[ql

  back 5290 # hupostrepho {hoop-os-tref'-o}; from 5259 and 4762;
to turn under (behind), i.e. to return (literally or
figuratively): -- come again, return (again, back again), turn
{back} (again).[ql

  back 5290 # hupostrepho {hoop-os-tref'-o}; from 5259 and 4762;
to turn under (behind), i.e. to return (literally or
figuratively): -- come again, return (again, {back} again), turn
back (again).[ql

  be 5219 # hupakouo {hoop-ak-oo'-o}; from 5259 and 191; to hear
under (as a subordinate), i.e. to listen attentively; by
implication, to heed or conform to a command or authority: --
hearken, {be} obedient to, obey.[ql

  be 5265 # hupodeo {hoop-od-eh'-o}; from 5259 and 1210; to bind
under one's feet, i.e. put on shoes or sandals: -- bind on,
({be}) shod.[ql

  be 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), {be} (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  be 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, ({be}, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql
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  be 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- {be} under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  bear 5297 # hupophero {hoop-of-er'-o}; from 5259 and 5342; to
bear from underneath, i.e. (figuratively) to undergo hardship: --
 {bear}, endure.[ql

  behave 5225 # huparcho {hoop-ar'-kho}; from 5259 and 756; to
begin under (quietly), i.e. come into existence (be present or
at hand); expletively, to exist (as copula or subordinate to an
adjective, participle, adverb or preposition, or as auxil. to
principal (verb): -- after, {behave}, live.[ql

  behind 5278 # hupomeno {hoop-om-en'-o}; from 5259 and 3306; to
stay under (behind), i.e. remain; figuratively, to undergo, i.e.
bear (trials), have fortitude, persevere: -- abide, endure,
(take) patient(-ly), suffer, tarry {behind}.[ql

  bind 5265 # hupodeo {hoop-od-eh'-o}; from 5259 and 1210; to
bind under one's feet, i.e. put on shoes or sandals: -- {bind}
on, (be) shod.[ql

  blow 5285 # hupopneo {hoop-op-neh'-o}; from 5259 and 4154; to
breathe gently, i.e. breeze: -- {blow} softly.[ql

  bring 5279 # hupomimnesko {hoop-om-im-nace'-ko}; from 5259 and
3403; to remind quietly, i.e. suggest to the (middle voice one's
own) memory: -- put in mind, remember, {bring} to (put in)
remembrance.[ql

  by 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, {by}, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  come 5290 # hupostrepho {hoop-os-tref'-o}; from 5259 and 4762;
to turn under (behind), i.e. to return (literally or
figuratively): -- {come} again, return (again, back again), turn
back (again).[ql

  comp 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In {comp}. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  condition 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under,
i.e. (with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs
(the agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of
place (whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]):
 -- among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains
the same general applications, especially of inferior position
or {condition}, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  confidence 5287 # hupostasis {hoop-os'-tas-is}; from a
compound of 5259 and 2476; a setting under (support), i.e.
(figuratively) concretely, essence, or abstractly, assurance
(objectively or subjectively): -- {confidence}, confident,
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person, substance.[ql

  confident 5287 # hupostasis {hoop-os'-tas-is}; from a compound
of 5259 and 2476; a setting under (support), i.e. (figuratively)
concretely, essence, or abstractly, assurance (objectively or
subjectively): -- confidence, {confident}, person, substance.[ql

  covertly 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under,
i.e. (with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs
(the agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of
place (whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]):
 -- among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains
the same general applications, especially of inferior position
or condition, and specifically, {covertly} or moderately.[ql

  deem 5282 # huponoeo {hoop-on-o-eh'-o; from 5259 and 3539; to
think under (privately), i.e. to surmise or conjecture: -- think,
 suppose, {deem}.[ql

  depart 5217 # hupago {hoop-ag'-o}; from 5259 and 71; to lead
(oneself) under, i.e. withdraw or retire (as if sinking out of
sight), literally or figuratively: -- {depart}, get hence, go (a-
)way.[ql

  down 5294 # hupotithemi {hoop-ot-ith'-ay-mee}; from 5259 and
5087; to place underneath, i.e. (figuratively) to hazard,
(reflexively) to suggest: -- lay {down}, put in remembrance.[ql

  draw 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724;
to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or
shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- {draw} (keep)
back, shun, withdraw.[ql

  endure 5278 # hupomeno {hoop-om-en'-o}; from 5259 and 3306; to
stay under (behind), i.e. remain; figuratively, to undergo, i.e.
bear (trials), have fortitude, persevere: -- abide, {endure},
(take) patient(-ly), suffer, tarry behind.[ql

  endure 5297 # hupophero {hoop-of-er'-o}; from 5259 and 5342;
to bear from underneath, i.e. (figuratively) to undergo hardship:
 -- bear, {endure}.[ql

  bind 5265 # hupodeo {hoop-od-eh'-o}; from 5259 and 1210; to
bind under one's feet, i.e. put on shoes or sandals: -- {bind}
on, (be) shod.[ql

  blow 5285 # hupopneo {hoop-op-neh'-o}; from 5259 and 4154; to
breathe gently, i.e. breeze: -- {blow} softly.[ql

  example 5261 # hupogrammos {hoop-og-ram-mos'}; from a compound
of 5259 and 1125; an underwriting, i.e. copy for imitation
(figuratively): -- {example}.[ql

  feign 5271 # hupokrinomai {hoop-ok-rin'-om-ahee}; middle voice
from 5259 and 2919; to decide (speak or act) under a false part,
i.e. (figuratively) dissemble (pretend): -- {feign}.[ql

  footstool 5286 # hupopodion {hoop-op-od'-ee-on}; neuter of a
compound of 5259 and 4228; something under the feet, i.e. a foot-
rest (figuratively): -- {footstool}.[ql

  fore-)warn 5263 # hupodeiknumi {hoop-od-ike'-noo-mee}; from
5259 and 1166; to exhibit under the eyes, i.e. (figuratively) to
exemplify (instruct, admonish): -- show, ({fore-)warn}.[ql

  form 5296 # hupotuposis {hoop-ot-oop'-o-sis}; from a compound
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of 5259 and a derivative of 5179; typification under (after), i.
e. (concretely) a sketch (figuratively) for imitation: -- {form},
 pattern.[ql

  from 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, {from}, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  general 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.
e. (with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs
(the agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of
place (whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]):
 -- among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains
the same {general} applications, especially of inferior position
or condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  get 5217 # hupago {hoop-ag'-o}; from 5259 and 71; to lead
(oneself) under, i.e. withdraw or retire (as if sinking out of
sight), literally or figuratively: -- depart, {get} hence, go (a-
)way.[ql

  go 5217 # hupago {hoop-ag'-o}; from 5259 and 71; to lead
(oneself) under, i.e. withdraw or retire (as if sinking out of
sight), literally or figuratively: -- depart, get hence, {go} (a-
)way.[ql

  go 5221 # hupantao {hoop-an-tah'-o}; from 5259 and a
derivative of 473; to go opposite (meet) under (quietly), i.e.
to encounter, fall in with: -- ({go} to) meet.[ql

  go 5298 # hupochoreo {hoop-okh-o-reh'-o}; from 5259 and 5562;
to vacate down, i.e. retire quietly: -- {go} aside, withdraw
self.[ql

  guilty 5267 # hupodikos {hoop-od'-ee-kos}; from 5259 and 1349;
under sentence, i.e. (by implication) condemned: -- {guilty}.[ql

  hath 5220 # hupandros {hoop'-an-dros}; from 5259 and 435; in
subjection under a man, i.e. a married woman: -- which {hath} an
husband.[ql

  hearken 5219 # hupakouo {hoop-ak-oo'-o}; from 5259 and 191; to
hear under (as a subordinate), i.e. to listen attentively; by
implication, to heed or conform to a command or authority: --
{hearken}, be obedient to, obey.[ql

  help 4943 # sunupourgeo {soon-oop-oorg-eh'-o}; from 4862 and a
derivative of a compound of 5259 and the base of 2041; to be a
co-auxiliary, i.e. assist: -- {help} together.[ql

  hence 5217 # hupago {hoop-ag'-o}; from 5259 and 71; to lead
(oneself) under, i.e. withdraw or retire (as if sinking out of
sight), literally or figuratively: -- depart, get {hence}, go (a-
)way.[ql

  husband 5220 # hupandros {hoop'-an-dros}; from 5259 and 435;
in subjection under a man, i.e. a married woman: -- which hath
an {husband}.[ql

  In 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
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(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, in, of, under, with. {In} comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  in 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, {in}, of, under, with. In comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  in 5279 # hupomimnesko {hoop-om-im-nace'-ko}; from 5259 and
3403; to remind quietly, i.e. suggest to the (middle voice one's
own) memory: -- put in mind, remember, bring to (put {in})
remembrance.[ql

  in 5279 # hupomimnesko {hoop-om-im-nace'-ko}; from 5259 and
3403; to remind quietly, i.e. suggest to the (middle voice one's
own) memory: -- put {in} mind, remember, bring to (put in)
remembrance.[ql

  in 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) {in} subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  in 5294 # hupotithemi {hoop-ot-ith'-ay-mee}; from 5259 and
5087; to place underneath, i.e. (figuratively) to hazard,
(reflexively) to suggest: -- lay down, put {in} remembrance.[ql

  inferior 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under,
i.e. (with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs
(the agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of
place (whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]):
 -- among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains
the same general applications, especially of {inferior} position
or condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  it 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. {it} retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  keep 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724;
to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or
shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- draw ({keep})
back, shun, withdraw.[ql

  keep 5299 # hupopiazo {hoop-o-pee-ad'-zo}; from a compound of
5259 and a derivative of 3700; to hit under the eye (buffet or
disable an antagonist as a pugilist), i.e. (figuratively) to
tease or annoy (into compliance), subdue (one's passions): --
{keep} under, weary.[ql

  latter 5306 # husteros {hoos'-ter-os}; comparative from 5259
(in the sense of behind); later: -- {latter}.[ql

  lay 5294 # hupotithemi {hoop-ot-ith'-ay-mee}; from 5259 and
5087; to place underneath, i.e. (figuratively) to hazard,
(reflexively) to suggest: -- {lay} down, put in remembrance.[ql
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  live 5225 # huparcho {hoop-ar'-kho}; from 5259 and 756; to
begin under (quietly), i.e. come into existence (be present or
at hand); expletively, to exist (as copula or subordinate to an
adjective, participle, adverb or preposition, or as auxil. to
principal (verb): -- after, behave, {live}.[ql

  make 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, {make}) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  meet 5221 # hupantao {hoop-an-tah'-o}; from 5259 and a
derivative of 473; to go opposite (meet) under (quietly), i.e.
to encounter, fall in with: -- (go to) {meet}.[ql

  mind 5279 # hupomimnesko {hoop-om-im-nace'-ko}; from 5259 and
3403; to remind quietly, i.e. suggest to the (middle voice one's
own) memory: -- put in {mind}, remember, bring to (put in)
remembrance.[ql

  minister 5257 # huperetes {hoop-ay-ret'-ace}; from 5259 and a
derivative of eresso (to row); an under-oarsman, i.e.
(generally) subordinate (assistant, sexton, constable): --
{minister}, officer, servant.[ql

  moderately 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under,
 i.e. (with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs
(the agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of
place (whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]):
 -- among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains
the same general applications, especially of inferior position
or condition, and specifically, covertly or {moderately}.[ql

  obedience 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and
5021; to subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under
{obedience} (obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make)
subject (to, unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit
self unto.[ql

  obedient 5219 # hupakouo {hoop-ak-oo'-o}; from 5259 and 191;
to hear under (as a subordinate), i.e. to listen attentively; by
implication, to heed or conform to a command or authority: --
hearken, be {obedient} to, obey.[ql

  obedient 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021;
 to subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
({obedient}), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  obey 5219 # hupakouo {hoop-ak-oo'-o}; from 5259 and 191; to
hear under (as a subordinate), i.e. to listen attentively; by
implication, to heed or conform to a command or authority: --
hearken, be obedient to, {obey}.[ql

  of 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially {of} inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  of 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
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among, by, from, in, {of}, under, with. In comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  officer 5257 # huperetes {hoop-ay-ret'-ace}; from 5259 and a
derivative of eresso (to row); an under-oarsman, i.e.
(generally) subordinate (assistant, sexton, constable): --
minister, {officer}, servant.[ql

  on 5265 # hupodeo {hoop-od-eh'-o}; from 5259 and 1210; to bind
under one's feet, i.e. put on shoes or sandals: -- bind {on},
(be) shod.[ql

  or 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly {or} moderately.[ql

  or 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position {or}
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  patient 5278 # hupomeno {hoop-om-en'-o}; from 5259 and 3306;
to stay under (behind), i.e. remain; figuratively, to undergo, i.
e. bear (trials), have fortitude, persevere: -- abide, endure,
(take) {patient}(-ly), suffer, tarry behind.[ql

  pattern 5296 # hupotuposis {hoop-ot-oop'-o-sis}; from a
compound of 5259 and a derivative of 5179; typification under
(after), i.e. (concretely) a sketch (figuratively) for imitation:
 -- form, {pattern}.[ql

  person 5287 # hupostasis {hoop-os'-tas-is}; from a compound of
5259 and 2476; a setting under (support), i.e. (figuratively)
concretely, essence, or abstractly, assurance (objectively or
subjectively): -- confidence, confident, {person}, substance.[ql

  position 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under,
i.e. (with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs
(the agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of
place (whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]):
 -- among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains
the same general applications, especially of inferior {position}
or condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  put 5279 # hupomimnesko {hoop-om-im-nace'-ko}; from 5259 and
3403; to remind quietly, i.e. suggest to the (middle voice one's
own) memory: -- put in mind, remember, bring to ({put} in)
remembrance.[ql

  put 5279 # hupomimnesko {hoop-om-im-nace'-ko}; from 5259 and
3403; to remind quietly, i.e. suggest to the (middle voice one's
own) memory: -- {put} in mind, remember, bring to (put in)
remembrance.[ql

  put 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be ({put}) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql
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  put 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), {put} under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  put 5294 # hupotithemi {hoop-ot-ith'-ay-mee}; from 5259 and
5087; to place underneath, i.e. (figuratively) to hazard,
(reflexively) to suggest: -- lay down, {put} in remembrance.[ql

  receive 5264 # hupodechomai {hoop-od-ekh'-om-ahee}; from 5259
and 1209; to admit under one's roof, i.e. entertain hospitably: -
- {receive}.[ql

  receive 5274 # hupolambano {hoop-ol-am-ban'-o}; from 5259 and
2983; to take from below, i.e. carry upward; figuratively, to
take up, i.e. continue a discourse or topic; mentally, to assume
(presume): -- answer, {receive}, suppose.[ql

  remember 5279 # hupomimnesko {hoop-om-im-nace'-ko}; from 5259
and 3403; to remind quietly, i.e. suggest to the (middle voice
one's own) memory: -- put in mind, {remember}, bring to (put in)
remembrance.[ql

  remembrance 5279 # hupomimnesko {hoop-om-im-nace'-ko}; from
5259 and 3403; to remind quietly, i.e. suggest to the (middle
voice one's own) memory: -- put in mind, remember, bring to (put
in) {remembrance}.[ql

  remembrance 5294 # hupotithemi {hoop-ot-ith'-ay-mee}; from
5259 and 5087; to place underneath, i.e. (figuratively) to
hazard, (reflexively) to suggest: -- lay down, put in
{remembrance}.[ql

  retains 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.
e. (with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs
(the agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of
place (whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]):
 -- among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it {retains}
the same general applications, especially of inferior position
or condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  return 5290 # hupostrepho {hoop-os-tref'-o}; from 5259 and
4762; to turn under (behind), i.e. to return (literally or
figuratively): -- come again, {return} (again, back again), turn
back (again).[ql

  run 5295 # hupotrecho {hoop-ot-rekh'-o}; from 5259 and 5143
(including its alternate); to run under, i.e. (specifically) to
sail past: -- {run} under.[ql

  sail 5284 # hupopleo {hoop-op-leh'-o}; from 5259 and 4126; to
sail under the lee of: -- {sail} under.[ql

  same 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains the
{same} general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  self 5226 # hipeiko {hoop-i'-ko}; from 5259 and eiko (to yield,
 be "weak"); to surrender: -- submit {self}.[ql

  self 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
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subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit {self} unto.[ql

  self 5298 # hupochoreo {hoop-okh-o-reh'-o}; from 5259 and 5562;
 to vacate down, i.e. retire quietly: -- go aside, withdraw
{self}.[ql

  servant 5257 # huperetes {hoop-ay-ret'-ace}; from 5259 and a
derivative of eresso (to row); an under-oarsman, i.e.
(generally) subordinate (assistant, sexton, constable): --
minister, officer, {servant}.[ql

  shod 5265 # hupodeo {hoop-od-eh'-o}; from 5259 and 1210; to
bind under one's feet, i.e. put on shoes or sandals: -- bind on,
(be) {shod}.[ql

  show 5263 # hupodeiknumi {hoop-od-ike'-noo-mee}; from 5259 and
1166; to exhibit under the eyes, i.e. (figuratively) to
exemplify (instruct, admonish): -- {show}, (fore-)warn.[ql

  shun 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724;
to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or
shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- draw (keep) back,
 {shun}, withdraw.[ql

  sleep 5258 # hupnos {hoop'-nos}; from an obsolete primary
(perhaps akin to 5259 through the idea of subsilience); sleep, i.
e. (figuratively) spiritual torpor: -- {sleep}.[ql

  softly 5285 # hupopneo {hoop-op-neh'-o}; from 5259 and 4154;
to breathe gently, i.e. breeze: -- blow {softly}.[ql

  specifically 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition;
under, i.e. (with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with
verbs (the agency or means, through); (with the accusative case)
of place (whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when
[at]): -- among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it
retains the same general applications, especially of inferior
position or condition, and {specifically}, covertly or
moderately.[ql

  spread 5291 # hupostronnumi {hoop-os-trone'-noo-mee}; from
5259 and 4766; to strew underneath (the feet as a carpet): --
{spread}.[ql

  subdue 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021;
to subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, {subdue} unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  subject 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021;
to subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) {subject} (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  subjection 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and
5021; to subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under
obedience (obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject
(to, unto), be (put) in {subjection} (to, under), submit self
unto.[ql

  submit 5226 # hipeiko {hoop-i'-ko}; from 5259 and eiko (to
yield, be "weak"); to surrender: -- {submit} self.[ql

  submit 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021;
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to subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), {submit} self unto.[ql

  suborn 5260 # hupoballo {hoop-ob-al'-lo}; from 5259 and 906;
to throw in stealthily, i.e. introduce by collusion: -- {suborn}.
[ql

  substance 5287 # hupostasis {hoop-os'-tas-is}; from a compound
of 5259 and 2476; a setting under (support), i.e. (figuratively)
concretely, essence, or abstractly, assurance (objectively or
subjectively): -- confidence, confident, person, {substance}.[ql

  suffer 5254 # hupecho {hoop-ekh'-o}; from 5259 and 2192; to
hold oneself under, i.e. endure with patience: -- {suffer}.[ql

  suffer 5278 # hupomeno {hoop-om-en'-o}; from 5259 and 3306; to
stay under (behind), i.e. remain; figuratively, to undergo, i.e.
bear (trials), have fortitude, persevere: -- abide, endure,
(take) patient(-ly), {suffer}, tarry behind.[ql

  suppose 5274 # hupolambano {hoop-ol-am-ban'-o}; from 5259 and
2983; to take from below, i.e. carry upward; figuratively, to
take up, i.e. continue a discourse or topic; mentally, to assume
(presume): -- answer, receive, {suppose}.[ql

  suppose 5282 # huponoeo {hoop-on-o-eh'-o; from 5259 and 3539;
to think under (privately), i.e. to surmise or conjecture: --
think, {suppose}, deem.[ql

  take 5278 # hupomeno {hoop-om-en'-o}; from 5259 and 3306; to
stay under (behind), i.e. remain; figuratively, to undergo, i.e.
bear (trials), have fortitude, persevere: -- abide, endure,
({take}) patient(-ly), suffer, tarry behind.[ql

  tarry 5278 # hupomeno {hoop-om-en'-o}; from 5259 and 3306; to
stay under (behind), i.e. remain; figuratively, to undergo, i.e.
bear (trials), have fortitude, persevere: -- abide, endure,
(take) patient(-ly), suffer, {tarry} behind.[ql

  the 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, in, of, under, with. In comp. it retains {the}
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  think 5282 # huponoeo {hoop-on-o-eh'-o; from 5259 and 3539; to
think under (privately), i.e. to surmise or conjecture: --
{think}, suppose, deem.[ql

  to 5219 # hupakouo {hoop-ak-oo'-o}; from 5259 and 191; to hear
under (as a subordinate), i.e. to listen attentively; by
implication, to heed or conform to a command or authority: --
hearken, be obedient {to}, obey.[ql

  to 5221 # hupantao {hoop-an-tah'-o}; from 5259 and a
derivative of 473; to go opposite (meet) under (quietly), i.e.
to encounter, fall in with: -- (go {to}) meet.[ql

  to 5279 # hupomimnesko {hoop-om-im-nace'-ko}; from 5259 and
3403; to remind quietly, i.e. suggest to the (middle voice one's
own) memory: -- put in mind, remember, bring {to} (put in)
remembrance.[ql
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  to 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection ({to}, under), submit self unto.[ql

  to 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject ({to},
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  together 4943 # sunupourgeo {soon-oop-oorg-eh'-o}; from 4862
and a derivative of a compound of 5259 and the base of 2041; to
be a co-auxiliary, i.e. assist: -- help {together}.[ql

  turn 5290 # hupostrepho {hoop-os-tref'-o}; from 5259 and 4762;
to turn under (behind), i.e. to return (literally or
figuratively): -- come again, return (again, back again), {turn}
back (again).[ql

  under 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
 (with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, in, of, {under}, with. In comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  under 5270 # hupokato {hoop-ok-at'-o}; from 5259 and 2736;
down under, i.e. beneath: -- {under}.[ql

  under 5284 # hupopleo {hoop-op-leh'-o}; from 5259 and 4126; to
sail under the lee of: -- sail {under}.[ql

  under 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021;
to subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, {under}), submit self unto.[ql

  under 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021;
to subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put {under}, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  under 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021;
to subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be {under} obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  under 5295 # hupotrecho {hoop-ot-rekh'-o}; from 5259 and 5143
(including its alternate); to run under, i.e. (specifically) to
sail past: -- run {under}.[ql

  under 5299 # hupopiazo {hoop-o-pee-ad'-zo}; from a compound of
5259 and a derivative of 3700; to hit under the eye (buffet or
disable an antagonist as a pugilist), i.e. (figuratively) to
tease or annoy (into compliance), subdue (one's passions): --
keep {under}, weary.[ql

  undergirt 5269 # hupozonnumi {hoop-od-zone'-noo-mee}; from
5259 and 2224; to gird under, i.e. frap (a vessel with cables
across the keel, sides and deck): -- {undergirt}.[ql

  unto 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self {unto}.[ql
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  unto 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue unto, (be, make) subject (to,
{unto}), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  unto 5293 # hupotasso {hoop-ot-as'-so}; from 5259 and 5021; to
subordinate; reflexively, to obey: -- be under obedience
(obedient), put under, subdue {unto}, (be, make) subject (to,
unto), be (put) in subjection (to, under), submit self unto.[ql

  weary 5299 # hupopiazo {hoop-o-pee-ad'-zo}; from a compound of
5259 and a derivative of 3700; to hit under the eye (buffet or
disable an antagonist as a pugilist), i.e. (figuratively) to
tease or annoy (into compliance), subdue (one's passions): --
keep under, {weary}.[ql

  which 5220 # hupandros {hoop'-an-dros}; from 5259 and 435; in
subjection under a man, i.e. a married woman: -- {which} hath an
husband.[ql

  winefat 5276 # hupolenion {hoop-ol-ay'-nee-on}; neuter of a
presumed compound of 5259 and 3025; vessel or receptacle under
the press, i.e. lower winevat: -- {winefat}.[ql

  with 5259 # hupo {hoop-o'}; a primary preposition; under, i.e.
(with the genitive case) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the
agency or means, through); (with the accusative case) of place
(whither [underneath] or where [below] or time (when [at]): --
among, by, from, in, of, under, {with}. In comp. it retains the
same general applications, especially of inferior position or
condition, and specifically, covertly or moderately.[ql

  withdraw 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and
4724; to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to
cower or shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- draw
(keep) back, shun, {withdraw}.[ql

  withdraw 5298 # hupochoreo {hoop-okh-o-reh'-o}; from 5259 and
5562; to vacate down, i.e. retire quietly: -- go aside,
{withdraw} self.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 5259. Cross Reference Study

5259.

5259 hupo  * among , 0575 apo  , 1223 dia  , 1519 eis  , 1537 ek
 , 1722 en  , 1909 epi  , 2596 kata  , 3319 mesos  , 3326 meta  ,
 3844 para  , 4314 pros  , 4315 prosabbaton  , 5216 humon  ,
{5259 hupo } ,

5259 hupo  * into , 1519 eis  , 1531 eisporeuomai  , 1722 en  ,
1909 epi  , 2080 eso  , 2596 kata  , 3350 metoikesia  , {5259
hupo } ,

5259 hupo  * under , 0332 anathematizo  , 0506 anupotaktos  ,
1640 elasson  , 1722 en  , 1772 ennomos  , 1909 epi  , 2662
katapateo  , 2709 katachthonios  , 2736 kato  , {5259 hupo } ,
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5270 hupokato  , 5273 hupokrites  , 5284 hupopleo  , 5293
hupotasso  , 5295 hupotrecho  , 5299 hupopiazo  ,

 

~~~~~~

 5259 - hupo -  Act 10:22 among

5259 - hupo -  Jam  05:12 into

5259 - hupo -  Mat 05:15 under

5259 - hupo -  Mat 08:09 under

5259 - hupo -  Mat 08:09 under

5259 - hupo -  Mat 08:08 under

5259 - hupo -  Mat 23:37 under

5259 - hupo -  Mar 04:21 under

5259 - hupo -  Mar 04:21 under

5259 - hupo -  Mar 04:32 under

5259 - hupo -  Luk 07:06 under

5259 - hupo -  Luk 07:08 under

5259 - hupo -  Luk 07:08 under

5259 - hupo -  Luk 11:33 under

5259 - hupo -  Luk 13:34 under

5259 - hupo -  Luk 17:24 under

5259 - hupo -  Luk 17:24 under

5259 - hupo -  Joh 01:48 under

5259 - hupo -  Act 02:05 under

5259 - hupo -  Act 04:12 under

5259 - hupo -  Rom 03:13 under

5259 - hupo -  Rom 03:09 under

5259 - hupo -  Rom 06:15 under

5259 - hupo -  Rom 06:15 under

5259 - hupo -  Rom 06:14 under

5259 - hupo -  Rom 06:14 under

5259 - hupo -  Rom 07:14 under

5259 - hupo -  Rom 16:20 under

5259 - hupo -  1Co 06:12 under
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5259 - hupo -  1Co 09:20 under

5259 - hupo -  1Co 09:20 under

5259 - hupo -  1Co 09:20 under

5259 - hupo -  1Co 10:01 under

5259 - hupo -  1Co 15:25 under

5259 - hupo -  1Co 15:27 under

5259 - hupo -  1Co 15:27 under

5259 - hupo -  Gal 03:25 under

5259 - hupo -  Gal 03:10 under

5259 - hupo -  Gal 03:22 under

5259 - hupo -  Gal 03:23 under

5259 - hupo -  Gal 04:21 under

5259 - hupo -  Gal 04:02 under

5259 - hupo -  Gal 04:04 under

5259 - hupo -  Gal 04:05 under

5259 - hupo -  Gal 04:03 under

5259 - hupo -  Gal 05:18 under

5259 - hupo -  Eph 01:22 under

5259 - hupo -  Col 01:23 under

5259 - hupo -  1Ti 06:01 under

5259 - hupo -  Jam  02:03 under

5259 - hupo -  1Pe 05:06 under

5259 - hupo -  Jude 01:06 under
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